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Lithuanian is not the most ancient language in the world. There is no language that could 
be called the most ancient. Languages that have survived until today continually acquire 

new features. For example, words such as kava, kavalierius, kavalerija, or orlaidė, orinukas, 
oralinukas are relatively or entirely new. Equally, it would not be precise to claim that 

the Lithuanian language is the most ancient living Indo-European language, although such 

a description is closer to the truth. A living language is a language that children start 

speaking first. Indo-European languages that spread through Europe and parts of Asia 

about 5000 years ago are spoken by the majority of Europe, a part of India and some other 
Asian nations. The Indo-European protolanguage is a common ancestor language that 

spread widely and throughout the millennia split into a multitude of modern languages: 

Irish and Armenian, English and Albanian, Breton and Belarusian, Frisian and Faroese, 
Croatian and Catalan, Polish and Luxembourgish, Marathi and Macedonian, Dutch and 

Walloon, Serbian and Sard, Urdu and Ukrainian, Welsh and Valencian. And, of course, 

Latvian and Lithuanian are among them.
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Only specific layers and elements of the Lithuanian language are the 
most ancient among all currently spoken Indo-European langua-
ges. First of all, there are certain sounds and endings. For example, 
the Lithuanian word ranka (hand, arm, palm) has an old unchanged 
diphthong [an], while in other close languages it appears in various 
modified, newer forms; for instance, the Latvians pronounce it as a 
diphthong [uo] ruoka, the Poles as [en] renka, the Ukrainians as [u] 
ruka. Even [un] runka, used in eastern Aukštaitian, and [on] ronka 
of northern Samogitian are later changes. Another example would 
be the vowel that has been preserved in the Lithuanian ending -as, 
as in vilkas (wolf), although it disappeared from some Lithuanian di-
alects and is not found in the Latvian form vilks (shortened ending), 
in Polish wilk (no ending), or Ukrainian vovk (no ending); the only 
other languages that demonstrate a vowel in the ending are Latin and 
Ancient Greek which have no native speakers – lupus and lúkos. The 
grammatical structure of Lithuanian often has more similarities with 
the grammatical structures of dead Indo-European languages than the 
living – its seven grammatical cases are commonly compared to the 
five Latin cases and eight cases in Sanskrit, while differing considera-
bly from many modern languages – English, Italian or French. There 
are similar words in Lithuanian and Latin: 

ignis – ugnis (fire), trahere – traukti (to pull), vir – vyras (man), 
and a similar sentence structure: Tres viri jugum trahunt – trys 
vyrai jungą traukia (Three men are pulling a harness). Notable 
is the clear similarity with Sanskrit: agnis – ugnis (fire), ašru – 
ašara (tear), avi – avis (sheep), dina – diena (day), Deva – Dievas 
(God), madhu – medus (honey), vaju – vėjas (wind), svapnas 
– sapnas (dream). The following sentences in Sanskrit Kas 
tvam asi? Asmi svapnas tava tamase nakte correspond to the 
Lithuanian Kas tu esi? Esmi sapnas tavo tamsioje naktyje. (Who 
are you? I am a dream in your dark night.)

So the Lithuanian language contains certain forms and words that 
have changed the least among all currently living Indo-European 
languages. Those features (such as a vowel in the ending -as, 
diphthong [au], the words diena, Dievas, sapnas) have reached us 
from very ancient times, they have existed for thousands of years. 
However, a few thousand years ago those features were not yet 
part of the Lithuanian language but elements of other linguistic 
formations which were called differently. First, they existed in the 
Indo-European language, then in Baltic which split away from the 
Indo-European, and once again Baltic itself split into yet smaller 
parts – in West and East Baltic languages. Only following the split 
of the Eastern Balts in the 6th-8th century there emerged a group 
of dialects which scientists call the Lithuanian language. 

This means that certain features of the Lithuanian language are 
considerably older than the language itself; they may have originated 
at least three, four or even more thousands of years ago, yet the 
Lithuanian language as a separate linguistic entity that has “broken 
off its connection” with earlier entities came into existence only 

1500–1400 years ago. But even this beginning of the Lithuanian 
language is symbolic, marking stages of development that we set up 
for our own understanding. 

One more thing: most probably, the name of the Lithuanian language 
was not yet used in the 6th-8th century, because it was only in 1009 
that the actual name of Lithuania was registered in writing. What was 
the language in that region called? And if Lithuanian was indeed used 
then, what territory was it applied to (among the possibly already 
existent names of Selonians, Zemgalians, Samogitians, Latgalians and 
Sudovians)? In theory, the language of the territory called Lithuania 
could have been called Lithuanian. However, even in the 16th 
century, almost a thousand years after the split of the Eastern Balts 
when written Lithuanian was already spreading, the contemporaries of 
those times used the name of the Lithuanian (lietuvių or lietuvininkų) 
language to define much smaller entities than we do now – smaller 
even than what is today known as the Aukštaitian dialect. To the 
west of Lithuanian territory were the Samogitians (Žemaičiai) whose 
language was called Samogitian (žemaičių) and whose lands included 
the town of Kėdainiai, which according to today’s definitions 
undeniably belongs to the Aukštaitian dialect. Only around the 18th 
century and especially in the 19th century there crystalised a tendency 
to extend the name of the Lithuanian language to that used by the 
Samogitians. So, in those old times, whenever it was that the name of 
the Lithuanian language began to be used, it was first applied to much 
smaller territories of speakers.

Here we have discussed spoken, phonetic language and the history of 
the Lithuanian phonetic language. The history of the written language, 
the language of letters, is entirely different. Spoken language reaches 
us in sound waves, while letters are perceived through the eyesight 
– through photons. The language of sounds is given to us like a gift, 
something that comes naturally – we learn to speak before we begin 
to understand we exist, unlike a script, which we invented and the 
purpose of which is to turn sound signals into visual characters. Our 
script “depicts” sounds and other language elements – letters are 
pictures that we create for sounds. 

In our brain, there are mental grammar and vocabulary centres 
which are directly connected to auditory canals through our ears. 
However, when we are reading written language, the information 
does not reach those language centres straight away. First, visual 
signals reach the visual cortex in the occipital lobe in the back of the 
head, and then our brain has to learn to relate sequences of letters 
with sequences of sounds – with words in our mental vocabulary. 
Reading adds work to the brain; it is an additional load. First-grade 
pupils may not recognise sounds in written letters. The sequence 
of letters m-a-m-a does not ring in the first-grade pupil’s mind 
straight away as a meaningful word: they would need some time to 
think until the connection between the written characters that have 
reached the brain through the optic canal and the word that is stored 
in the mental vocabulary happens in their brain. Such a connection 
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Written in the left margin in black ink are three Lithuanian 
glosses from 1520-1530 in the Kėdainiai region subdialect: 

1 prÿdereÿ[m]aſ – priderėjimas, ‘affability, friendliness’; 
translation from Lat. affabilitas; line 1)  
2 prÿſſÿman ſ – prisimanąs, ‘talkative, loquacious; 
chattering’; translation from Lat. garruloſus; line 2) 
3 ßch[ÿ]kſtu[m]aſ – šykštumas ‘avarice, greed’; translation 
from Lat. auaricia; line 17)

Muzeum Narodowe w Krakowie, Muzeum im. Emeryka Hutten-Czapskiego:

MN K XV 44, f. 79v

can become a eureka moment: “Oh, I see – it means mama!” – 
eventually, the reading child’s face lights up. The connection has 
been found and the letters m-a-m-a connect to the mental word 
mama that has long been memorised by the brain centres from the 
oral language. 

Soon such sound-image connections grow faster from frequent 
reading, and reading becomes easier. Connections that happen in 
the brains of advanced readers are so practised that such readers 
don’t experience any difficulties. In fact, even the opposite happens: 
silent reading becomes faster than reading aloud because there is no 
additional need to move any muscles (tongue, lips, jaws) and it is not 
necessary to identify absolutely all letters. For experienced readers, it 
is sufficient to merely throw a glance at a page to “get” only some of 
the more prominent elements of a written word – the start and end 
letters, the most protruding features of the characters, the diacritical 
marks, the word length. Their brains can locate the word in their 
mental vocabulary without them reading all the letters; for example, 
just by noticing fragmented letters pas.v..kšč..j.mas (or even fewer 
than that) and their arrangement, and the brain can recognise them as 
the word pasivaikščiojimas (walk - noun). Another instance would be 
that the brain does not need to see the letter j in detail, as its length 
and thinness immediately give away what the letter is. 

Nonetheless, information that is read has to make a longer journey to 
reach its goal in the brain than that we receive through hearing.

The history of the written language is also completely different. 
It is much more recent. Traditionally it is thought that humans 
began creating script only about 6000 years ago (Marija Gimbutienė 
stated that it was perhaps 8000 years ago). The script that had 
been used for other languages reached Lithuania through contact 
with Christian nations, but no attempts to write in Lithuanian in 
pre-Christian times were preserved. After the Lithuanian ruler 
Mindaugas accepted Christianity, it is probable that prayers and 
some other fundamental Christian texts were translated into 
Lithuanian, but none were preserved in writing. The earliest known 
manuscripts in Lithuanian date back to the beginning of the 16th 
century. These are prayers in the eastern Dzūkian subdialect and 
explanatory notes on the margins of a Latin book – Lithuanian 
glosses written in the western Aukštaitian dialect from the Kėdainiai 
region (both around 1520-1530). It was also in the middle of the 
same century that the first printed book in the Lithuanian language 
appeared – Simple Words of the Catechism (Katekizmo prasti žodžiai) 
by Martynas Mažvydas (1547), the Lutheran catechism with 
numerous supplements. This publication appeared 100 years after 
printing was invented, so it does not fall that far behind. It could 
be compared with the oldest known Estonian book, published in 
Wittenberg in 1535, or the first publication in Latvian, published in 
Vilnius in 1585.
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Written in the right margin in red ink is a Lithuanian gloss from 1520-1530 in the 
Kėdainiai region dialect: pryßchadeymaſ – prižadėjimas, ‘promise, enchantment’; 
translation from Lat. incantatores; line 4). 

Muzeum Narodowe w Krakowie, Muzeum im. Emeryka Hutten-Czapskiego: MN K XV 44, f.21r.

The emergence of the fi rst printed book in Lithuanian was prompted, 
fi rst of all, by the winds of new Christianity in Europe – the 
Reformation and the belief ingrained in it that people should be able 
to read religious scripts in their native languages. Because of the 
growing intolerance towards the Reformation in the Grand Duchy of 
Lithuania, gift ed young men, the future pioneers of the Lithuanian 
written language Abraomas Kulvietis, Stanislovas Rapolionis and 
Martynas Mažvydas, were expelled from the country. They found 
themselves in neighbouring Prussia, which was also home for many 
Lithuanians. Lutheranism in Prussia not only ideologically encouraged 
the spreading of the word of God in native languages but also 
fi nanced the publication of Mažvydas’ catechism, making Karaliaučius 
(Königsberg, or today’s Kaliningrad) the birthplace of the fi rst 
printed book in Lithuanian. Although to mark the 450 anniversary 
of Mažvydas’ catechism, Vilnius University adorned itself with the 
famous doors of the sculptor Jonas Meškelevičius featuring the fi rst 
page of Simple Words of the Catechism and depicting Königsberg 
University as the “cradle of the fi rst Lithuanian book”, nevertheless 
for many centuries neither the city of Vilnius nor Vilnius University 
welcomed the reading of Mažvydas’ Lutheran book. The fi rst 
Lithuanian book was a bird that hatched outside the Lithuanian nest.

Martynas Mažvydas’ texts feature quite a few forms and words in 
the south Samogitian dialect, which Professor Zigmas Zinkevičius 
explains is because of the probable place of birth and early years of 
the author around Švėkšna and Gardamas. However, the texts also 
contain many Aukštaitian forms from the western Aukštaitian strip 
between Jurbarkas and Šiauliai, which Zinkevičius conjectures to be 
the infl uence of the Aukštaitian dialect spoken by Mažvydas’ mother. 
Another possible explanation is the author’s later life in Prussia among 
Aukštaitian-speaking Lithuanians. 

The 16th century also saw the emergence of other works in 
Lithuanian, such as the fi rst translation of the whole of the Bible 
by Jonas Bretkūnas (manuscript, 1579-1590), his Postilla printed 
in Königsberg in 1591, the so-called Postilla of Wolfenbüttel 
(manuscript, 1573) and Mikalojus Daukša’s Catechism (1595) and 
Postilla Catholicka, published in Vilnius in 1599. Like Mažvydas, 
Bretkūnas worked in Prussia and his books are Lutheran, written 
in the west Aukštaitian dialect that was spoken in Prussia. Daukša 
was a Catholic and wrote in Lithuanian in a dialect prevalent in the 
area around Kėdainiai. The famous foreword of Daukša’s Postilla 
written in Polish says: “It is neither the bounty of its crops, nor 

the distinctiveness of its garments, nor the beauty of its countryside, 
nor the strength of its castles and cities that make a nation hale; rather 
it is the maintenance and use of its native language...” Postilla is also 
special because of the use of various elaborate letters, which the Vilnius 
University Jesuit printing house produced at that time – these characters 
enabled Daukša to convey subtle phonetic nuances. By comparison, 
Konstantinas Sirvydas, whose dictionaries and sermons were printed by 
the same printing house later in the 17th century, already complained that 
the characters he needed were unavailable. 

At that time, in the 16th-17th century, three main variations of the 
Lithuanian written language were prevailing in both countries; to be more 
precise, they were writing systems adapted for roughly three subdialects 
that were used in book printing: one in East Prussia (subdialects of the 
southwestern Aukštaičiai people) and two in Lithuania – in central Lithuania 
(subdialects of the western Aukštaičiai of the Kėdainiai region) and eastern 
Lithuania (subdialects of the Aukštaičiai of the Vilnius region and of the 
other eastern Aukštaičiai). These variations were not fully formed, separate, 
standardised (or literary) languages; inconsistencies and alternating spelling 
were characteristic to them – the same word could be written diff erently, 
and that was considered a variation. It is possible to categorise texts by 
Mažvydas, Bylaukis and Bretkūnas as belonging to the East Prussian 
variation of the written language, Daukša’s texts could be considered an 
example of the written variation of the Kėdainiai region, and the written 
variation of eastern Lithuania could be seen as represented by the work 
of Sirvydas, compiler and publisher of the fi rst original Sermons (Punktai 
sakymų, 1629, 1644) in Lithuania and author of the fi rst dictionary of the 
Lithuanian language (1625 or earlier). 

Books by Daukša and Danielius Kleinas had particular luck. For Daukša’s 
Catechism (1595) and especially his Postilla Catholicka (1599), the Vilnius 
University Jesuit printing house produced special characters, opening up the 
possibilities wide for marking subtleties of sounds and even accents: , â, ę 
and , , ġ, í, , ṕ, ,  and many others ( mes, mâri , taptúmbimę, b drinikú, 

kłái, nůġ, v ímo, nt , Lukóßiuṕ, ám i , padet ). Daukša was the fi rst 
author in the history of the Lithuanian language to mark the nasal vowels į 
and ų (previously marked as  and ). 

For Kleinas’ grammar (1653), the typographer Johannas Reusneris (Johann 
Reusner) in Königsberg also produced many new characters, although not 
as many and not as abundantly as was done for Daukša. Kleinas’ alphabet 
counts as many as 37 characters, including the digraphs cʒ and ſʒ, as well as 
the letters h, f and x written between brackets. He also had the nasal letters 
į and ų (  and ). Importantly, he introduced to his alphabet the letter ė 
(e with a dot above), which can be regarded as Kleinas’ original creation, 
which Reusner was able to move successfully from manuscript into print. 
Kleinas was the fi rst to write ėd ios, ſakėme, ſėkla, tėwas. The Lithuanian 
letter ė is special in the world’s alphabets and is a unique feature of written 
Lithuanian. Up until as recently as the 20th century, printing houses in 
America that published Lithuanian periodicals and books most oft en used 
a macron – ē instead of a dot above the e – the way Latvians write today. 
It turned out that even though Lithuanian Americans did want to print a 
dot above the e, it cost printing houses much more than a macron because 
ė was seen as not an ordinary grapheme of the standard language but as a 
special character to be used in exceptional, unusual instances – hence the 
special price.
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Mažvydas’ Catechism also features the first Lithuanian alphabet. 
It should be clarified that he did not form a unique alphabet, 
he merely printed all the letters of the Latin alphabet so adults 
and children could practice recognising them. Having stated he 

would list 23 letters, he did exactly that with the capital letters but 
provided 25 – two more – lower case letters. This is because up 
until the end of the 18th century it was common in languages that 

used the Latin alphabet to have an unmatching number of capital 

and small letters. Alongside one capital S, two small letters, s and ſ, 
were used; also there was no capital U (alongside one capital letter 
V two small letters were used, u and v). Importantly, there are also 
other letters that appear in the first Lithuanian book – ą and ę (with 

diacritics). As it happens, we don’t know exactly how Mažvydas 
wrote letters in his manuscripts: no matter what diacritics he may 
have added to his letters, the typographer Janas Weinreichas (Hans 
Weinreich) was using only the characters he had produced for 

printing books in other languages – Latin and Polish. It is evident 
from Lithuanian manuscripts preserved from the 16th century 

that both Jonas Bylaukis in Postilla of Wolfenbüttel and Bretkūnas 
in his translations of the Bible used four letters – ạ, ẹ, ị, ụ, with 

dots underneath – to mark the nasal vowels. This common feature 
of such otherwise different manuscripts allows us to speculate 
that Mažvydas, too, may have used dotted characters in his 
manuscripts. But 16th-century typographers did not print the dots 
but borrowed the two nasal characters existing in sets of the Polish 

alphabet, ą and ę (in the letters of the time  ), and adapted them to 

Lithuanian publications. The other two nasal letters, ị and ụ, were 

never actually printed on paper because of the specificity of the set 
of characters available at printing houses. Mažvydas also found a 
way to mark certain sounds that did not exist in the Latin language 

by copying them from the alphabets of neighbouring languages: 

for the sound š, he used the German digraph sch (in the letters of 
the time ſch), while to mark č, he used the Polish digraph cz (in the 

letters of that time cʒ).
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1520–1530 

Manuscript prayers 
and glosses

1547 

The first Lithuanian book, 
Martynas Mažvydas’ 
Catechism, letters ą, ę

1579–1590 

Manuscript of the first Lithu-
anian (Lutheran) Bible by 
Jonas Bretkūnas 

1595 

First Lithuanian printed book in Lithu-
ania, Mikalojus Daukša’s Catechism, 
letters į, ų

1653 
Lithuanian language 
grammar, by Danielius 
Kleinas, letter ė 

That is why typographers used to choose the cheaper version of ē. 
One employee of the Morkūnas printing house in Chicago, Clemente 
Dedele, started writing letters to font manufacturers arguing that 
ė is one of the 32 letters of the standard Lithuanian language, an 
ordinary character. Dedele finally succeeded at persuading them and 
ė was reclassified as an ‘ordinary letter’ – at its decreased price, this 
character ceased to frighten printing houses and the version with a 
macron – ē – gradually started going out of use. 

Over time, approximately at the end of the 17th century, the written 
variation of eastern Aukštaitian died out. In the Lithuanian capital 
city of Vilnius, the Polish language which at that time was considered 
prestigious became prevalent and Lithuanian cultural figures often 
published books in Polish, not Lithuanian. No more resources were 
allocated, or interest was invested in writing and printing books in the 
eastern dialect. As a result, in the 18th century, both countries had 
one variation of the written language each: East Prussian (in Prussia) 
and that of the Kėdainiai region (in Lithuania), which were based on 
quite similar western Aukštaitian subdialects. 

Nevertheless, spelling peculiarities embedded in them differed 
considerably. Firstly, in East Prussia narrow Gothic letters were 
in use for printing, while in Lithuania rounder Latin letters were 
already in use. Also, there were some different letters: in Prussia, 
į and ų (  and ), ó (dainódams), û (wargû), ù (gardù), ů (půdą), l, 
double kk (nutukkuſę), rr, ss, tt and the already mentioned ė, while 
in Lithuania, instead of these, i, u, ł (akłas) were used, as well as 
the single consonants k, r, s, t and the undotted e. In Prussia, quite 
like today, y marked a long vowel (kumpjû jau rukyt’ pakabytû), 
while in Lithuania only i was used to mark both the short and 
the long vowel. It could be stated that the letters ė, į, y, ų of the 
modern Lithuanian alphabet and their meaning reached us from 
East Prussian texts; they did not originate in Lithuania but were 
imported (over time, Daukša’s į and ų were forgotten in Lithuania 
and were only reintroduced in the second half of the 19th century). 

In the 18th century, some discernible transformations began to 
appear in the Kėdainiai variation of the written language as elements 
of other subdialects found their way into it (eastern Aukštaitian 
and Samogitian). From the mid-18th century, printed books in the 
Samogitian dialect and not in the Kėdainiai subdialect increasingly 
began to appear in central Lithuania – previously, printing houses 
did not approve of the Samogitian dialect in Lithuanian publications 

(the notable start of the written tradition in Samogitian is the 1759 
publication Ziwatas Pona yra Diewa musu Jezusa Christusa). Whether 
it was deliberate or accidental, the balance began to be re-established: 
one of the two written languages of the 16th-17th-century Lithuanian 
state died out. But then, as a sort of compensation, the Samogitian 
dialect, very different from both the eastern and Kėdainiai texts, 
began to be brought into print. Samogitian texts were uneven; 
they varied greatly, both in the subdialects and the spelling, so it is 
difficult to call it a separate Samogitian written language. It would 
be most precise to call this phenomenon a new tendency to write 
and print in Samogitian. Nevertheless, from the second half of the 
18th century, the traditional variation of the Kėdainiai region had a 
new rival in the face of another written language trend. There was 
a geographical switch: instead of the writing tradition in the east, 
Kėdainiai began to feel rivalled from the west. 

The Samogitians had long been accustomed to reading Aukštaitian 
texts that were foreign to their subdialects – from as early as the 16th 
century – so such texts did not frighten them. The Aukštaičiai, on the 
other hand, had not previously seen texts written in Samogitian, so 
when those first appeared they might have proved quite challenging to 
tackle. The Aukštaitian variation of Kėdainiai existed in parallel to the 
search for a graphic expression of the Samogitian subdialects. 

The first half of the 19th century, up until the ban on all Lithuanian 
language publications (printed in the Latin alphabet) in 1865, saw an 
abundance of Samogitian texts; it was evident that they were fighting 
for their place in the sun, competing with the Kėdainiai writing 
tradition which was particularly embraced by the Catholic church. At 
that time, especially numerous were secular Samogitian texts: Dionizas 
Poška’s dictionary, Antanas Klementas’ poetry, Simonas Stanevičius’ 
songs, Simonas Daukantas’ history and Jurgis Ambraziejus Pabrėža’s 
botany. These authors were all searching for distinct ways to reflect 
their Samogitian subdialects. Many of them were individualists who 
often believed to have found the most suitable way for writing in 
Lithuanian. However, there were also those who kept doubting, like 
Simonas Daukantas. While living in Riga, Daukantas continuously 
kept modifying his written language, simply never stopping. Mostly by 
borrowing from East Prussian texts, around 1827-1834 he introduced 
the characters ij, ęi, ë, ů, ų, û, ô, ù, è, à, ɨ, ą, , å and modified the 
meaning of ę. Later, in St Petersburg, he added the letters î, ĩ, ó 
(around 1834-1850); however, approximately from 1850, on his return 
to Lithuania, he mostly abandoned these additional diacritical marks. 
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Tù tarpù Jaroslaus didesis Gudû kunegaiksztis 
nubenges kares su Boleslawù narsiůiù ir Mscisla-
wa brolù saô, sukos i walstibę Lôtawû arba Letuwiû 
anupus uppęs Daugaôs giwenantiu ir ty nai nu-
weikes jus pyli Odempe wadinama sugrowę 
ir nauię i ios weita wadynama Jury szenden 
Tarapatû ikurę, reges iog Letuwe ir Zemaite tus 
Lotawus kaipo saô wengymius karie szelpę ir gel-
bieję, noris rasztuse niera terondama; kaipogi 
tas pats Jaroslaus tujau su pates Letuwes rasi dielto 
ieme kariaute. 

1831–1834 

Simonas Daukantas’ Istorĳ a že-
maitiška (Samogitian History), the 
word valstybė – nation-state

1883  

Newspaper Aušra launched, 
standard Lithuanian
language emerges 

1890  

Kudirka introduces 
letters č, š, ž, v in the 
newspaper Varpas 

1904 

Lithuanian alphabet ban
is abolished 

1918 

Lithuanian language spreads in schools, 
churches, university, army

1990 

Lithuanian becomes the offi  cial language of the Repu-
blic of Lithuania, its status affi  rmed in the 1992 Consti-
tution and the 1995 Law on the State Language

“Istorij a žemaitiška“ (Samogitian History), 
Institute of Lithuanian Literature and 
Folklore Library, f.1 - SD2, 53v 

Admiration for Daukantas’ work is now widespread – for his books about Lithuanian history (as many as four, one 
of which was printed), for his political thought and his determination to write prolifi cally in his language despite 
the unfavourable cultural environment. However, we rarely remember that many of his contemporaries rejected his 
language. In 1835, Pabrėža expressed his opinion about one of Daukantas’ books being, because of its spelling and new 
words unfamiliar to Samogitians, very arcane and overly obscure. In 1846, Motiejus Valančius noted that readers found 
Daukantas’ language unpalatable and in 1853 Kajetonas Nezabitauskis complained about not being able to comprehend 
it at all. Meanwhile, Antanas Baranauskas kept explaining to the editorial offi  ce of the newspaper Aušra how diffi  cult 
that language was to understand even for experienced scholars or philologists. Daukantas created the project of a nation, 
the basis of which was the Lithuanian language. He has been highly regarded for the language, but its form was rejected. 
And that was not only because of the unfamiliar Samogitian dialect, not only due to the alternating and incoherent 
characters, but also because of the puzzling style, the never-ending sentences, the generous selection of archaic words. 
For example, let us look at the sentence in which Daukantas uses for the fi rst time in Lithuanian the word valstybė for 
nation-state (he borrowed it from the Latvian): 
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The competition between texts in Samogitian and the written 
language in the Aukštaitian of Kėdainiai which was gathering 
momentum, was abruptly stopped in 1865 by Russia’s ban on using 
the Lithuanian language in the Latin alphabet (in administrative 
terminology it was forbidden to use the Lithuanian language in 
‘Polish’, not the Latin alphabet) and to print Lithuanian texts only 
in the Russian alphabet (Cyrillic). The Latin alphabet had been used 
for Lithuanian since the very first texts preceding those of Mažvydas, 
while Cyrillic had never previously been used for written Lithuanian. 
Following the unsuccessful Polish and Lithuanian uprising against 
the Russian empire in 1863, the administrative powers had decided 
to pull Lithuanians away from Polish influence by banning the use of 
‘Polish’ letters and bringing them closer to their culture instead. From 
that moment, neither Samogitian nor the written language variation 
of Kėdainiai could be expressed. Suddenly, Lithuania was left without 
its written language. So, in this forced way, the development of both 
strands of the written language in Lithuania was cut short. The only 
remaining branch of the written Lithuanian language was in another 
country, Prussia. Gradually, this came to be the only used written 
variation of Lithuanian. In East Prussia, books and newspapers 
were printed especially for illegal distribution in Lithuania, which 
determined the spreading of the characteristic features of the written 
language as it appeared in those publications among Lithuanian 
readers. Also in the second half of the 19th century, the written 
Lithuanian language of East Prussia became a basis for two substantial 
books of Lithuanian grammar, by August Schleicher (1856) and 
by Friedrichas Kuršaitis (1876). And a considerable part of those 
Lithuanians from Lithuania who organised and contributed to the 
illegal printing spoke in very similar subdialects to those they read in 
the East Prussian texts – in what was called the ‘suvalkiečių’ (named 
after the town Suvalkai) or southwestern Aukštaitian subdialect. The 
language variety used in the East Prussian texts was familiar to such 
prominent figures in the formation of the Lithuanian language as Jonas 
Basanavičius, Andrius Vištelis-Višteliauskas, Vincas Kudirka and Jonas 
Jablonskis and it accorded well with their own native subdialects. 

In this way, over the 40 years that printing in the Lithuanian alphabet 
was banned in Lithuania, the standard language was formed, born as 
a result of this illegal literary activity. In general, the standardised 
language differs from the previously competing variations of the 
written language insofar as it usually becomes prevalent as the only 
possible version, while other variations became abandoned. The 
standard language in Lithuania developed a uniform (more or less) 
spelling system, and it came to be used by representatives of all of 
the subdialects of the Lithuanian language for reading and writing. 
One ‘uniform’ written language for everyone. Literature is written in 
that language, schoolchildren and foreigners learn that language. The 
standard written language became highly regarded as a conveyor of 
cultural values. As its reputation grew, the standard spoken language 
began to form. For example, Juozas Tumas Vaižgantas once said 
that from 1888 he “began to speak in the written language when 
encountering intellectuals”. As the standard written language became 
more established, so did the spoken language – people began to try 
pronouncing words the way they saw them in print. In effect, there 
are two standard languages: written and spoken, the latter more or less 
imitating the former. Out of convenience, however, these two standard 

languages are most often referred to syncretically as one. Sometimes 
the standard language is called a literary language, but the term 
standard language is much more common in the world linguistics. 

The Russian authorities inadvertently changed the formation of 
standard Lithuanian in another direction – towards the fusion of 
the written language variation of East Prussia with the subdialects 
native to some Lithuanian authors. Traditionally, the emergence of 
the standard Lithuanian language is linked with the launching of the 
Aušra newspaper in 1883. In 1885, the fact that the standard language 
had already formed was documented in writing. The first symbolic 
book on its grammar is Jonas Jablonskis’ Lithuanian Grammar 
(Lietuviškos kalbos gramatika, 1901), paid for by Lithuanian Americans 
and illegally printed in Tilsit under the pseudonym Petras Kriaušaitis. 
It became a grammar book for all Lithuanians; Samogitians also 
tended to rely on it, although not all and not straight away, as well 
as Lithuanian Americans, its funders. When in December 1904 the 
first legal Lithuanian newspaper Vilniaus žinios appeared in Lithuania, 
it was already printed in the standard Lithuanian language (although 
today it would sound somewhat strange). The illegal standard language 
became legalised. 

The fact that in about the 1880s illegal print formed the 
standard Lithuanian language is also indirectly attested to by 
the following. Texts that were published in Lithuania legally in 

Cyrillic in the 1880s and 1890s gradually started to imitate the 

standard language of the banned texts – the forbidden texts 

the government was persecuting were able to influence texts 
in the Cyrillic alphabet which the government supported. The 
‘contraband’ modified the written language permitted by the 
government without the government realising it. First, for a 

few decades following the 1865 ban, those using Lithuanian 

in the Cyrillic alphabet wrote not in one single subdialect 

but by mixing them, with features of the eastern Aukštaitian 

subdialect of Panevėžys appearing in the texts somewhat more 
frequently (from 1873, Lithuanian in the Cyrillic alphabet was 

taught at the Teachers’ Seminary in Panevėžys). However, later, 
once the standard language had emerged, it became easier to 

imitate this version than try to create a new written language. 
That was when the development strand of the Panevėžys 
standard language in the Cyrillic alphabet came to a stop. 

But which standard language would have emerged, had the printing 
ban not stopped the natural competition between the two language 
development directions in Lithuania? Perhaps today we could 
be speaking and writing in the Aukštaitian dialect, close to the 
subdialect used in the Kėdainiai region, with maybe a considerable 
layer of features characteristic to Samogitian? Maybe in East 
Prussia a different written language to that in Lithuania would have 
continued to be used? The paradox of history is that the lands of 
East Prussia, which helped the standard Lithuanian language to be 
formed, have now adopted not only Russian letters but the entire 
Russian language along with it. 
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Russian letters for the sounds of the Lithuanian language, was 
most concerned with as precise a conveyance of pronunciation as 
possible. For example, he often used the Russian letter э to mark 
Lithuanian vowel e – бэдугнэ ‘bedugnę’, гярэснэй ‘geresniai’, 
сэновэсъ ‘senovės’. But the Russian administrators found pages 
brimming with the letter э strange-looking, as in Russian this letter 
appears quite seldom, only every few lines at the most. 

An extensive system of book and newspaper publishing and their 
illegal distribution on the territory of Lithuania grew in East 
Prussia. The Russian government considered such publications to be 
illegal contraband, it tried to intersect and destroy them, but people 
were able to smuggle the publications in various elusive ways – by 
crossing rivers, by putting double bottoms in luggage and carts and 
by bribing border guards. In Lithuania, these brave conveyors are 
called the knygnešiai (book carriers), and in their honour monuments 
have been raised, forests have been planted and museums have been 
opened. The scale of the illegal publications was incomparable with 
the publishing efforts of the Russian empire. Over the 40 years of 
the ban (1865-1904), 4000 books in the Lithuanian alphabet were 
published (excluding periodicals), while only 60 appeared in the 
Russian alphabet, making the illegal literature surpass the legal 
one by 66 times. Once Lithuanian schools were forbidden too, a 
network of illegal schools was established, where the curriculum was 
taught using Lithuanian publications that had been brought into the 
country by the book smugglers. Both the scale of the illegal printing 
and its dissemination in schools determined that there should be no 
alternatives left, no other candidate language varieties to become the 
standard Lithuanian. Equally, the need for a written language grew a 
great deal. After serfdom was abolished in 1861, in the growing civil 
society peasants had many more opportunities to educate themselves 
and send their children to school. The supply of Lithuanian written 
language came from East Prussia and even from America. 

At the end of the 19th century, the Polish language was becoming 
less and less popular in Lithuania. The prestige of the Lithuanian 
language was growing because for servile peasants who had become 
free people, their identity first and foremost was related to their 
language. It was the most logical and most straightforward way, and 
Lithuanian peasants and intelligentsia with peasant roots adopted a 
formula: anyone who speaks Lithuanian is Lithuanian. Such identity 
was a new thing, different from the previously prevalent non-
language based identities of belonging to a faith or specific member 
of the aristocracy. Aristocrats and the nobility, on the other hand, 
often did not associate or refused to associate their identity with 
language. Many of them spoke Polish but considered themselves 
to be Lithuanian because their ancestors lived in Lithuania, were 
creating a Lithuania, defending it against its enemies, managing 
estates in Lithuania, bringing up their children and grandchildren 
in Lithuania – they could not imagine themselves living anywhere 
else. They felt like citizens of Lithuania, despite there being no 
such country on the world map. However, as the peasant linguistic 
identity grew stronger, the nobility increasingly faced a dilemma – 
learn Lithuanian to prove they are Lithuanian or move to Poland and 
become linguistic Poles.

The Kėdainiai variation had existed from the very beginning of 
the documented Lithuanian written language. Some 23 Lithuanian 
glosses have been preserved, dated earlier than the first book by 
Mažvydas – around 1520-1530. Glosses are separate words and 
phrases used to explain or translate words in a book written in 
another language. They are as if accidental, randomly appearing 
explanations of terms and phrases in Lithuanian. Here is the 
longest of the glosses: pakÿethÿnÿmaſ ∙ gÿerÿeaßnÿa ∙ pradeÿma ∙ 
ßu ∙ ÿßmÿntÿeſ padruthÿnÿmu “the initiation of a better intention 
with enforced deliberation”, which was the translation of the Latin 
phrase conceptio melioris propositi cum deliberatione firmata. It was 
already that then these glosses were written in subdialects from the 
Kėdainiai region; it was already then the rudiments of this written 
variation had appeared. 

The Catholic Church preferred the written language variation of 
Kėdainiai over any other, even in the 19th century. The Bishop 
of Samogitia Arnulfas Giedraitis supervised the translation of the 
New Testament that was being undertaken in central Samogitia, 
in Alsėdžiai, in 1816, and it was done not in the Samogitian but 
western Aukštaitian subdialect. Its main translator, Bonaventūra 
Gailevičius, was a Samogitian who had learned the Aukštaitian 
dialect quite well, knowledge that is reflected in his translation. 
Another Bishop of Samogitia, Motiejus Valančius, did not know 
Aukštaitian at all, yet regardless of this relied considerably on texts 
written in this dialect (Kėdainiai variation); his lack of fluency is 
evident in the strange pseudo-Aukštaitian forms of words that he 
coined: esanczis ‘esantis’, iszgirdźes ‘išgirdęs’, nuźudże ‘nužudė’, 
rodanczis ‘rodantis’. Even after the standard language left the 
underground and became mainstream in 1904, prayer books 
continued to be published not in the standard Lithuanian but the 
old alphabet of the written variation of Kėdainiai up until 1907. 
However, the standard language, the one we use today, overtook 
and overpowered all branches of language development – those of 
Kėdainiai, Samogitian and finally even that of East Prussia. 

How exactly did the ban on Lithuanian print in the Latin alphabet 
help to form the standard language? During the first years of the 
ban, it was uncertain whether Lithuanians might end up using the 
Cyrillic alphabet forever. At the start of the attempts to adjust the 
Cyrillic alphabet, even Laurynas Ivinskis worked with such texts, 
trying to adapt Cyrillic letters to the Lithuanian language in a way 
that would be the most convenient for Lithuanian readers. But 
Bishop Valančius, who noticed that, together with Russian letters, 
the Orthodox faith was being imposed on the nation (the Sign 
of the Cross or the Crossing Formula of the Catholic catechesis, 
published in Russian letters, was changed into the Orthodox 
Crossing Formula), grew determined to resist and began organising 
the illegal printing of books using the traditional Latin alphabet 
in East Prussia. In that way, he could better control not only the 
alphabet but also the contents of texts. The Russian administrators 
reprimanded Ivinskis as they did not find his texts suitable – the 
officials wanted Lithuanian to look as similar to Russian as possible, 
to have clear features of Russian orthography. They considered 
visual aspects the most important, whereas Ivinskis, in choosing 
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Written underneath the text in red ink is the longest – at six words – Lithuanian gloss from 1520-1530 in the 
subdialect of Kėdainiai region: pakÿethÿnÿmas ∙ gÿerÿeaßnÿa ∙ pradeÿma ∙ ßu ∙ ÿßmÿntÿes padruthÿnÿmu – paketinimas 
geresnio pradėjimo su išminties padrūtinimu (“the initiation of a better intention with enforced deliberation”; 
translation from Lat. conceptio melioris propoſiti cum deliberatione fi rmata; lines 20-21 on the left ).
Muzeum Narodowe w Krakowie, Muzeum im. Emeryka Hutten-Czapskiego: MN K XV 44, f. 30r. 
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Members of the Lithuanian intelligentsia with peasant 

roots – Basanavičius, Jablonskis, Kudirka – chose this model 
of forming one’s linguistic identity as the main motivation 
for their cultural activity. Newspapers they founded and 
were editing, such as Aušra and Varpas, were developing and 

strengthening such language-based national identity. The 
peasant linguistic identity model has become well entrenched 
and continues even today, evident in cases where only native 

Lithuanian speakers are considered to be Lithuanian, but not 

those citizens of Lithuania who speak other languages. 

Both periods of Lithuania’s independence in the 20th century were, 
simply put, linguistic eruptions in the Lithuanian language volcano. 
They were explosions, tectonic shifts in the development of the 
language. After 1918, the spheres of usage of the Lithuanian language 
suddenly began expanding – the language made it to the army, 
became much more prolifically used within the church, in schools, 
becoming a university language for the first time at the Lithuanian 
university in Kaunas. It became the primary language of the state of 
Lithuania and the state apparatus started to use it. The terminology 
of various spheres was rapidly emerging, steady practice for using the 
language in the cultural sphere was formed and literacy was growing. 
Never before had Lithuanian experienced such powerful dissemination 
and entrenchment. Gradually, it became a natural element of everyday 
life in the country. 

Since the 1990 independence declaration, it has been enjoying 
particularly favourable conditions. It became the only official language 
of the Republic of Lithuania, it returned to the administrative 
apparatus of the state and the army, pushing out the Russian language 
which dominated these spheres in the soviet times. Also, the teaching 
of Lithuanian in schools and universities grew stronger. Lithuanian 
appeared on bus tickets, telegram forms, postage stamps and 
banknotes. The language has never previously had such conditions 
to thrive as it does now. According to data provided by the internet 
publication Ethnologue.com which documents and observes all 
languages, out of 7099 languages spoken in the world today Lithuanian 
is listed among the 100 strongest – because of its close links to the 
state, because of its strong position in the universities, because of the 
positive overall attitude to pass it on to the coming generations. The 
future of Lithuanian looks very optimistic – at least more optimistic 
than for 6999 other languages. 

Currently, in the Lithuanian alphabet, there are nine letters with 
diacritical marks – additional elements added to Latin characters. The 
oldest of these are the nasal vowels ą, ę, į, ų that were used as early as 
the 16th century – ą, ę are found in the very first texts in Lithuanian, 
in glosses and Mažvydas’ Catechism, while į, ų based on the example 
of ą, ę first appeared in Daukša’s texts at the end of the same century. 
In 1653, Kleinas introduced the unique Lithuanian character ė, 
which American publishers of Lithuanian literature struggled to print 
correctly even in the second half of the 20th century. 

Characters with a hachek č, š and ž are a novelty that appeared at the 
end of the 19th century. Around the middle of the 19th century, 
both Kazimieras Kristupas Daukša and Jonas Juška have tried using 
letter š. Basanavičius had the idea of using it in the title of the 
newspaper Aušra; before that, Aušra was spelled with the digraph 
sz (as in Auszra), until Basanavičius in a letter to his colleagues at 
Aušra sent from Prague suggested changing it to š, and one issue was 
actually printed under the newly modified title. While in Prague, 
Basanavičius had an excellent opportunity to observe and come to 
like the š. However, later sz returned. The person to firmly embed 
š, č and ž into the standard language is considered to be Vincas 
Kudirka who in 1890 included these characters in his spelling notes 
Buttresses for Orthography (Statrašos ramsčiai) and kept consistently 
using them in Varpas, of which he was the editor, until, over many 
years, he managed to accustom to these characters not only readers 
in Lithuania but also to publishers of books and newspapers in 
America. The diacritical mark hachek was borrowed from the Czech 
language – to be more precise, it was invented and introduced by Jan 
Hus, the principal figure of the Czech reformation movement at the 
beginning of the 15th century. The hachek was adopted not only in 
the Lithuanian, Latvian and Slovakian scripts but also in Croatian and 
was included in the international phonetic alphabet. 

Kudirka rejected not only the traditional cz, sz and ż, but also the 
letter w, which had been continuously used for 300 years in all of 
the strands of Lithuanian, replacing it with the Latin v. One of the 
arguments in support of these changes was a desire to form a more 
distinct identity for Lithuanian, to purposefully escape characters 
typical to the Polish language (although the Polish letters ą and 
ę were not escaped from). The other and maybe more important 
reason was to demonstrate to the Russian administrators who were 
banning specifically Polish letters that Lithuanians wrote in the Latin, 
or Lithuanian, alphabet and not in the Polish script, therefore they 
should allow the printing of books in that alphabet. Introducing the 
characters č, š, ž, v and abandoning the diacritical ł were envisaged 
to be a weighty argument in the attempts to overturn the ban on the 
Lithuanian press. The letter ž with a hachek was not in any way better 
than the traditional ż with a dot above it, which had been used for 
centuries – except that it was not Polish. 

The newest addition to the Lithuanian alphabet is the letter ū with a 
macron above it. The Latvian language has four letters created in an 
analogous way (ā, ē, ī, ū), but we only have one. This character was 
introduced to our alphabet at the end of the 19th century by Jonas 
Jablonskis. He believed that just as we have y to mark the long i 
sound, borrowed from East Prussian texts, we should have a separate 
character to convey the long u sound, and placed a macron above 
it. Many intellectuals of that time were opposed to the letter ū; they 
didn’t know where to write it. Even in Lithuanian texts from the 
beginning of the 20th century they are few and far between. But due 
to Jablonskis’ patience and determination, ū finally took root, and the 
first generation to learn it properly was the one that learned to write 
from Jablonskis’ grammar books in the Lithuanian schools after the 
1918 Act of Reinstating the Independence of Lithuania.


